
Leverage Predictive Artificial Intelligence to Quickly 
Assess Compromise Activity
Do you truly know whether or not your organization has been compromised? How easily can you 
identify the extent of a breach? Cyberattacks have become increasingly sophisticated and the sheer 
number of connected devices presents an unprecedented opportunity for threat actors.

Compromise Assessment
SERVICE BRIEF

SERVICE OVERVIEW
The cStor Compromise Assessment, powered by Cylance® Consulting, 
evaluates your organization’s security posture to determine if a 
breach happened or is actively occurring. The assessment 
determines when, where and how a compromise occurred and 
provides tactical and strategic recommendations for preventing 
another attack. With integrated artificial intelligence, the tools and 
processes used proactively and rapidly identify threats that bypass 
the organization’s existing security controls.

The assessment is composed of three phases — hunt, investigate 
and acquire — and addresses key malicious behavior such as:
• Data exfiltration and sabotage
• Command and control activities
• User account anomalies
• Malware and persistence mechanisms
• Network, host, and application configurations

CONFIGURATION ASSURANCE SERVICE OFFERINGS

Any compromises detected 

A comprehensive list of findings

Strategic and tactical recommendations for remediation

The Compromise Assessment executive summary report details:

 
 

 
 

 

Learn more about how cStor can help your organization ensure its security 
posture. Contact your cStor Account Executive or Solutions Architect today.

Let’s Get Started info@cStor.com
www.cStor.com

877-CSTOR-81
(278-6781)

Compromise Assessment 
Benefits
• Leverages Cylance’s 

revolutionary artificial 
intelligence to instantly provide 
unparalleled threat visibility

• Fully automated, big-data 
analysis determines 
anomalies, correlations and 
root cause of compromise 
activity

• Proprietary and automated 
tools, processes and analysis 
leverage Cylance’s artificial 
intelligence to provide the 
fastest results in the industry

• Light-weight and quiet scripts 
provide quick identification of 
threats, without tipping off the 
attacker

• Full coverage of every endpoint 
and server, regardless of OS, 
ensures no stone is left 
unturned
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